Wherever people migrate within a space, Flock is designed to support collaboration. With a full collection of flexible and comfortable elements that work together seamlessly, you can make the most of every square inch of your space. Flock creates an environment that allows people to work how they want and where they want.
The solution you’ve been waiting for.

Welcoming areas are now versatile and dynamic spaces used for impromptu meetings, supporting collaboration between coworkers, or as a place to hold a small group meeting instead of reserving a private space.

Support larger groups with a combination of Flock modular lounge seating, casual lounge seating, ottomans and tables.

The modularity of Flock seating and tables makes reconfiguration a breeze.
Build your own social network.

Think lounge areas, atriums and coffee bars. These are typically larger areas within a space where people naturally migrate throughout the day to socialize, collaborate and isolate.

Combine round lounge chairs with cylinder tables and tablet arms to create a relaxing, inviting community layout.

Bring small groups together around a single worksurface with 4-leg stools, lounge chairs and tables.
Big thinking for small spaces.

Every space has unique characteristics. Well-planned layouts utilize them all. When designed correctly, these are great change-of-pace spaces that invite interaction and provide a well deserved break from heads down concentration.

No space is wasted when you combine lounge chairs, mini cylinders and cylinder table with integrated tablet arm.

Flock modular chairs and personal tables work together to maximize small spaces.
Plan for spontaneity.

Interactions happen naturally throughout the day, and they are not limited to conference rooms. Workers need a change of pace from their dedicated workstation to communicate. Collaborative hubs are located near workstations to support a quick shift from individual to group work.

Give people a place to work away from their desks by combining lounge chairs with tables and lamps.

Create impromptu meeting spaces by combining stools with collaborative tables.
Make yourself comfortable. Flock soft seating is a flexible, modular line of products that can be arranged in any number of ways to accommodate any size space. Whether it’s a couple chairs in a nook or a group of modular chairs and tables in a welcoming area, Flock supports a comfortable and adaptable work environment.
FLOCK Soft Seating

Whether used in large seating applications or as single chairs, Flock soft seating brings comfort and style to any area within a space. The modular ends and chairs can be joined to form sectional arrangements, while the round and square lounge chairs support virtually any seating application or aesthetic need.

**Round Lounge**
Sculpted sides and back make the round lounge a stylish statement, and can support a variety of postures to help people remain engaged.

**Specs:**
28"H x 33½"W x 29"D

**Square Lounge**
Whether used in a small nook or as part of a larger setting, the square lounge is comfortable and flexible enough to support any configuration.

**Specs:**
28"H x 34¼"W x 28 ½"D

**Modular End**
The modular end is available with a left or right arm, and can be paired with other modular chairs to create a sofa, or anchored at the end of a series of modular chairs in larger applications.

**Specs:**
28"H x 28 ½"W x 28 ½"D

**Modular Chair**
This armless modular chair works great alone or in combination with other modular elements to create sectional arrangements.

**Specs:**
28"H x 25"W x 28 ½"D

*Due to the inherent design of the Round Lounge chair, material gathers will be present in the back.*
Keep it casual. From casual meeting spaces such as nooks or teaming stations to impromptu seating applications, Flock casual seating is easy to move and reconfigure, which supports spontaneity and encourages productivity. The variety of heights, styles and materials are designed to support a range of workstyles and environments.
WHERE PEOPLE MIGRATE

From welcoming and community spaces to collaborative hubs and nooks, Flock’s selection of casual seating offer the flexibility to plan arrangements for any size or type of space.

**FLOCK Casual**

**Stool**
Supports perching or short term collaboration around standing height worksurfaces. The seat automatically returns to a center facing position.

**Specs:**
39½"H; 18" diameter disc base; 31" seat height

**4-Leg Stool**
Ideal for standing height tables or café settings, this upholstered stool includes a fixed footrest for increased comfort.

**Specs:**
40¾"H x 15¾"D Seat x 18"W Seat, Back Angle 12°

**Casual Guest Chair**
Designed for active interaction, featuring a slightly more vertical back angle and a shorter, narrower seat to promote upright sitting.

**Specs:**
32½"H x 16½"D Seat x 19"W Seat, Back Angle 15°

**Casual Lounge Chair**
Designed for informal environments, with a slightly more reclined back angle and a deeper, wider seat for a relaxed posture.

**Specs:**
32¾"H x 17½" D Seat x 22"W Seat, Back Angle 18°

**Square Ottoman**
Whether used as a seat, a footrest, or even a place to sit your laptop, the Flock ottoman is flexible enough to perform a variety of tasks.

**Specs:**
18"H x 25"W x 25"D

**Mini Cube**
This modular seating solution can be used alone or combined in rows with other cube seats for larger groups. Shown in dual upholstery.

**Specs:**
17½"H x 18½"D x 18½"W

**Mini Cylinder**
This modular seating solution can be easily and quickly moved anywhere needed, and the top cushion provides immediate comfort. Shown in dual upholstery.

**Specs:**
17½"H x 18½" Diameter
Bring people together. Support any type of collaboration with Flock tables and lamps. Whether it’s a quick chat with friends or a small group brainstorming session, Flock delivers the adaptability, power and light you need.
FLOCK Tables & Lamps

Flock tables work great alone or in tandem. Distinctive geometrical profiles, purposeful heights and integrated technology lend the perfect combination of form and function. Combine with the thoughtfully integrated floor lamp to illuminate any collaborative encounter.

Collaborative Cylinder Table
Adaptable and durable, the Flock collaborative cylinder table offers greater flexibility, with an optional center cutout for a power grommet.

Specs:
17"H x 26" Diameter

Collaborative Cube Table
The collaborative cube table offers the same benefits as the cylinder table, but can also be combined with additional cube tables to create a larger work surface.

Specs:
17"H x 24"W x 24"D

Collaborative Table
The collaborative table provides plenty of surface space for individuals to spread out or room for workers to place their laptops. Available in rectangle or racetrack.

Specs:
18"H x 24" x 60"

Personal Table
Whether taking notes or typing on your laptop, this table offers a personal worksurface that’s ready for anything.

Specs:
25"H x 18"D

Tablet Accessory & Lamp
The addition of tablet arm accessory and lamp to cylinder or cube tables offers a variety of configurations to increase worksurface space and light distribution.

Specs:
Tablet Uninstalled: 10"H x 14"W x 14"D
Lamp Installed: 60"H x 20"W x 20"D

Floor Lamp
Illuminate your bright ideas with the Flock floor lamp, which coordinates with the rest of the Flock family. Lamp shade sold separately.

Specs:
65"H x 20"W x 20"D
Lamp Shade: 12"H x 20"D
Work Anywhere. Collaborate Everywhere. Everyone feels the need to get up and move during the day, and Flock Collaborative Tables supports that need for spontaneity by enabling collaboration throughout any space.
FLOCK Collaborative Tables

Customize the exact worksurface solution with a variety of table sizes, shapes, heights, and finishes. Standing height tables may also be customized a footring for added comfort and support.

Collaborative Standing Height Rectangle Table*
Bring people together with the collaborative rectangle table shown with optional racetrack footing.

Worksurface can be specified in three different sizes:

Specs: 41"H x 33"D x 72"W
41"H x 33"D x 84"W
41"H x 33"D x 96"W

Collaborative Standing Height Racetrack Table*
The racetrack table is perfect for cafés, small groups and standing height applications.

Worksurface can be specified in three different sizes:

Specs: 41"H x 33"D x 72"W
41"H x 33"D x 84"W
41"H x 33"D x 96"W

Collaborative Standing Height Round Table*
The collaborative round table combines with Flock stools to offer comfortable collaboration in standing height environments.

Worksurface can be specified in two different sizes:

Specs: 41"H x 30"D
41"H x 36"D

Collaborative Standing Height Square Table*
Get personal around the Flock collaborative square table, complete with optional footring for added comfort.

Worksurface can be specified in two different sizes:

Specs: 29½"H x 30" x 30"
29½"H x 36" x 36"

Collaborative Seated Height Round Table*
Bring any small group together to collaborate around this seated height round table.

Worksurface can be specified in two different sizes:

Specs: 29½"H x 30"D
29½"H x 36"D

Collaborative Seated Height Square Table*
The collaborative square table combines with Flock casual seating to offer comfortable collaboration in seated height environments.

Worksurface can be specified in two different sizes:

Specs: 29½"H x 30" x 30"
29½"H x 36" x 36"

* Bases and table tops sold separately.
FLOCK OPTIONS

More choices. Greater possibilities. Get exactly what you need from your collaborative furniture with a functional and stylish options that blend nicely with any aesthetic and support any type of work.
FLOCK Options

Flock offers a variety of stylish options for leg styles, table bases, technology support and mobility, and each element works seamlessly with the rest of the Flock family.

SOFT SEATING LEG OPTIONS
Choose tapered round or square legs for a sleek profile and conventional aesthetic. The disc leg offers a more contemporary look, while the casters increase mobility.

COLLABORATIVE TABLE BASES OPTIONS
A variety of table bases in disc, T-leg and X-base style in Textured Satin Chrome and Textured Charcoal enhance any design aesthetic.

OPTIONAL FOOTRING
Add a footring to any disc base standing height table to increase the comfort and support.

*Casters are Black only
Flock brings people and ideas together.

It doesn’t matter what type of industry you’re in or what kind of business you run, everyone benefits from collaboration. Whether that means a couple coworkers chatting informally in a nook or a scheduled group brainstorming session in a collaborative hub, when people Flock together, productivity happens.
Brian Kane
Designer of Flock

Brian Kane has spent over 40 years designing furnishings that have radically changed the industry and reshaped environments. His work has garnered more than 80 design awards, and his pieces are on exhibit at museums such as the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.